Boot Camp Testimonials
Here are some testimonials from recent boot campers, several of which passed
their CIRCC Exam.
 Stacie Buck is a wonderful speaker and highly experienced instructor in
Radiology. She is entertaining and keeps the audience interested in learning.
While I have attended one of her IR seminars before, the boot camp still provided
new learning material and resources that helped reveal and solve some prior
incorrect coding at my workplace. I am confident that her instruction will allow me
to pass the CIRCC exam with flying colors. I will always recommend any
courses/webinars/conferences in which she will be instructing and speaking.
Thank you for another excellent presentation, Stacie!
 I found the RadRx VIP Boot Camp Webinar to be a convenient and
comprehensive course that will help prepare you for the CIRCC exam. Stacie
Buck's expertise in the area of interventional radiology and cardiology coding was
evident in her explanations of basic and more advanced coding scenarios and
case studies and in her knowledge of coding rules and CMS guidelines. The
course materials were easy to follow whether you are a beginner or have years
of experience in IR coding. I would recommend this boot camp to anyone who is
planning on taking the CIRCC exam.
 Stacie's boot camp was great. She provided education, coding scenarios, and
case studies to give us hands on experience. I would definitely recommend her
boot camp to other coders.
 Stacie is a great instructor. She presented the course material in a logical and
orderly fashion. The classes are recorded, so you can review all IR topics
presented, until you master the content. The class examples, homework and
case studies were well documented and allowed for lots of practical experience.
 Stacie was an excellent instructor and extremely knowledgeable of the material.
 This boot camp was very practical information for IR coding. It helped me feel
prepared to take the CIRCC exam.

